FAREWELL FRIENDS

With the end of the year in sight, Vishal takes a minute to reflect on what it means to be a student leader and gives thanks to those who helped along the way.

April is fast approaching and soon the term will come to an end and exams begin. Traffic on campus will slow down as students will become more and more empty every day. For a lot of us, this experience can be both exciting and heart-wrenching as we say goodbye to friends and fellow students. I have definitely learned that as one of the last days of both as my term draws to a close. I have only a month left to be thankful for that I care for deeply. The prospect of looking forward brings on a lot of mixed emotions.

Since arriving on this campus as a first year student, I knew I was going to be surrounded by a community of both new and familiar people. Each day I have wake up to go to classes, take breaks for lunch, go for walks, and spend time with friends. This has been tremendously rewarding. To serve with my fellow VP's was a great honor and to serve students in this capacity was both challenging and rewarding. To serve with my fellow VP's, Andrew Richardson, Andrew Caterine, and Chris Martin was a privilege. Thank you.

This year has been a tremendous year. Being elected as your President was a great honor and to serve students in this capacity was both challenging and rewarding. To serve with my fellow VP's Andrew Richardson, Andrew Caterine, and Chris Martin was a privilege. Thank you.

The cyclical nature that our campus brings to our lives ensures new beginnings and new opportunities. As things are wrapping up we look forward to the new year. This is Vishal Tiwari, your McMaster Student Union President signing off.
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